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 Enterprise with foreign capital "Laboratorio TESSILE MOL» Ltd. Address: Stefan cel Mare,
20/1, or. Cahul. Republic of Moldova, MD-3900 tel. / fax: (+373 299) 2-20-14, tel. mob.: (373)
691-7-96-14 E-mail: produzione@ltm.cahul.md valentina@ltm.cahul.md George Malai  Born on
November 9th, 1955, in Pelinei village, Cahul district Historian, Pawyer, had graduated from
Kishinau State University (1978) and State University of Moldova (2001). From 1999 - general
director of the JV «Laboratorio Tessile Mol» LLC. As a rule, fashion legislators strive to create
elegant, beautiful and original models for their clients, helping them to adjust the fashion to their
own tastes..
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Sewing fabrics have just the same tasks. The only difference is that they offer to buyers the
already finished articles produced in big lots. Here, there is always an element of risk and that is
why the producer's res-ponsibility for the results of his work is so high. Employees of the LLC
«Laboratorio Tessile Mol» resolve successfully their problems by manufacturing sewed and
knitted articles for all ages and social groups. There are four production workshops at the
enterprise: one knitting, two sewing shops and a shop for final trimming of articles, where 400
persons work. Articles are sewed from natural fabrics and high quality wool purchased mainly in
Italy and Germany. «Laboratorio Tessile Mol» releases the most diversified serial articles and
clothes manufactured under individual orders in accordance with the latest fashion
require-ments. Products are constantly in great de-mand and are highly appreciated by buyers.
They are distinguished not only by quality1 of materials, but also by their rich color gamma,
originality and convenience of. Many of the finished clothes are sold successfully not only in the
Republic of Moldova, but also in USA, Russia, Italy and Germany.  The enterprise was created
in 1999 and from this time has succeeded in achievement of high and modern standards of
production. To this end, close cooperation with partners and prestige European companies has
played an important role. Now, the company possesses the most modern knitting equipment.
«Laboratorio Tessile Mol» was displaying its sewed and knitted articles at many international
exhibitions, festivals and fairs, where they were highly estimated by specialists and fashion
amateurs and had won medals and premiums. The title «The Best Tax Payer of the Year»
(2002) is one the honorable awards evidencing successes of the enterprise.
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